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Five Fall Fix-Ups to Warm Up Your Room for the autumn season 
 
 
1. Color is King so be a Drama Queen 

Nothing makes more of a statement or affects your emotional response to a room than color. Terra cotta? 
Aubergine? Butterscotch? Forget the trim; just paint a fresh coat of color on your dining or family room 
walls, which can be done in a matter of hours. Go bold but not bright—many of the warmest and richest 
colors have an undertone of grey or brown. Tip: At the paint store, when you find the shade you like, get 
the one right above it on the swatch “stick,” which is one shade lighter. Paint on the wall looks stronger 
than on a tiny swatch.  

 
2. Keep it Casual 

A home needs a small amount of casualness and imperfection to create an environment that says, “We 
live here.” A bowl of oranges, a basket of knitting, a decorative container with loose family snapshots or a 
houseplant in an attractive pot all breathe comfort into a room and can “unstuff” even the stuffiest of living 
rooms. Casual IS warm and inviting. 

 
3.  Dim and Dimmer 

When it’s time for evening entertaining, especially around holiday time, create magic with a large, framed 
mirror propped against the mantle or atop a long chest, buffet, or table. Then, add a row of votive candles 
in clear glass containers in front of the mirror. A tip for all seasons: add dimmers to your lamps and take 
the lighting down a notch.  

 
4. Very Glassy 

Create a seasonal display with large, cylindrical or rectangular glass containers (easily found at 
Michael’s, Pottery Barn or a floral supply). Think big—around 12” high and 12”–16” wide. These are 
mainstay, year-round accessories, but for fall, try this: Fill one with nuts in their shells almost to the top—
(to be thrifty, place a can from your pantry in the center and spread the nuts around and on top to take up 
room!)—then, push a couple colorful autumn leaves down between the nuts and the sides of the glass. 
This looks great on a coffee table or in the center of a dining table, flanked by candles. 

 
5.  Texture and the Incongruous Mix 

Texture adds unpretentious character. It invites you to touch something and draws you into a room. For 
fall think rich, fuzzy, tactile, glowing. Envision pillows made from corduroy or velvet, an old Irish sweater 
or faux fur. Imagine vintage leather boxes (one to hide the remote?) or an interesting stack of old cigar 
boxes. Visualize a collection of Granny’s small silver pieces—or contemporary silver or Lucite picture 
frames—all reflecting candlelight. For contrast, use glass on a tabletop, an accent of iron, or a flea market 
chest you’ve painted in glossy Chinese red. And don’t forget one elegant and extravagant scented candle 
that engages your sense of smell. Life is random, unpredictable, and ever changing. The warmest and 
most inviting rooms are as well.  
 
 
Try these ideas this fall to see how they warm up your room. When you need more ideas or help 
redesigning your rooms, contact Mary Crane Interior Design. 
 
Get a reduced rate on your initial, one-hour, consultation when you call within one week 
of receiving this PDF – 805-497-1143 


